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Abstract
Airfoil characteristics measured in a wind tunnel typically differ from those obtained in free
air due to the confinement of airflow in tunnel test sections and the development of boundary
layer on tunnel walls. Wind tunnel measured quantities, e.g. Mach number, Reynolds
number, angle of attack, require corrections to determine their equivalent values in free air.
TWNTN4A is a correction program capable of correcting wall interference effects in 2-D
wind tunnels. TWNTN4A was applied to correct over 300 data files obtained from tests
performed in 0.3m Transonic Cryogenic Tunnel (TCT) at NASA Langley. Data describe
Mach number range of 0.50 ~ 0.82, angle of attack ~ 13, and Reynolds number
3,000,000 and 9,000,000. As a new feature, variable grid control has been introduced to the
correction code, and semi-automatic procedure was developed to achieve volume processing
of experimental data files. Most of the corrected results correlated well with an interference
free viscous numerical solution given by Swanson/Turkel. However, results from variable
grid control questioned the validity of numerical scheme used for lower Mach number cases
(M = 0.50 ~ 0.65), which requires further analysis in the future.
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k2 Murthy aspect ratio factor
M Mach number
Re Reynolds number based on model chord
r Position vector
S Sidewall boundary layer coefficient
V Velocity vector
u Component of total velocity in x-direction
v Component of total velocity in y-direction
w Component of total velocity in z-direction
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TWNTN4A Correction Code at 0.3m TCT
Chapter 1 - Introduction
The conditions under which a model is tested in a wind tunnel are not the same as those in
free air. Wind tunnel measured quantities, e.g. Mach number, Reynolds number, angle of
attack, lift coefficient, drag coefficient, moment coefficient, require corrections to simulate
those that would have been measured in free air condition. In this thesis, the TWNTN4A
code is used to correct experimental data from the NASA 0.3m Transonic Cryogenic (Wind)
Tunnel
(TCT)*
to free air conditions.
The presence of tunnel walls causes the difference between measurements in a two-
dimensional wind tunnel and in free air. First of all, tunnel wall presence itself is the root of
boundary layer development that does not exist in free air. Tunnel sidewall boundary layers
can interact with shock waves spanning the test section at transonic speed to induce flow
separation in the model/sidewall junction region. Airflow in wind tunnels is unlike free air
because tunnel walls influence airflow in the longitudinal and lateral directions in the test
section. Various effects are given below:
1. Horizontal buoyancy. It is a variation in static pressure along the axis of the test section
resulting from the thickening of the boundary layer as it progresses toward the exit and
to the resultant effective reduction of the flow area. It follows that the pressure is usually
progressively more negative as the exit is approached, and there is hence a tendency for
the model to be drawn downstream. It affects the drag measurement.
It is a continuous flow, single return, fan driven wind tunnel. It uses nitrogen as a test gas.
2. Solid blockage. The presence of a model in the test section reduces the area through
which the air must flow. Hence, by continuity and Bernoulli's equation, it increases the
velocity of the air as it flows over the model. It affects all forces and moments
measurements.
3. Wake blockage. Wake behind the model has a mean velocity lower than the tunnel
stream. According to the law of continuity, the velocity outside the wake must be higher
in order that a constant volume of fluid may pass through the test section. The higher
velocity in the mainstream has a lowered pressure by Bernoulli's principle, and this
lowered pressure puts the model in a pressure gradient and results in a velocity
increment at the model. It affects the drag measurement.
4. Streamline curvature. The presence of ceiling and floor prevents the normal curvature of
the air stream. The model appears to have more camber than it actually has. Airfoil in a
wind tunnel has too much lift and moment about the quarter chord at a given angle of
attack, and indeed, the angle of attack is too large as well.
It is assumed that errors due to customary failings of wind tunnel noise, tare, angularity of
flow, local variations in velocity, and temperature fluctuation have been already removed
before wall effects are considered.
Figure 1.1 illustrates the effect of tunnel half height to chord ratio (h/c) versus the lift
coefficient. This quantity h/c is related to some of error factors described above. For
example, the smaller the quantity is, the less area there will be at the test section (solid
blockage) and the closer the model and tunnel walls are (streamline curvature). There exists
only one valid lift coefficient (shown to be blue dotted lines in the figure) at a given Mach
number, angle of attack, and Reynolds number; however, the figure shows the measurement
error of lift coefficient in wind tunnel when the quantity h/c is small. It also shows the
extreme sensitivity of lift coefficient to the quantity h/c, particularly in transonic flow. This
result was measured for NACA 0012 at
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Figure 1.1: Effect ofTunnel HalfHeight to Chord Ratio versus Lift Coefficient
All of above factors affect the data measured in wind tunnels and point to the need for
reliable and robust means to eliminate and/or correct wind tunnel interference.
Literature Review
Wind tunnel wall interference correction methodology started as early as 1931 [2, 3, 4]. Until
the mid 1970s [5, 6, 7], wind tunnel data correction utilized a combination of singularities
(e.g., source, sink, doublet, vortex, etc.) and relied on simple potential flow solutions to
mathematically simulate the flow pattern about an airfoil. Most methods described tunnel
walls as boundary conditions, using also a collection of these singularities. Theoretical
models determined the form of singularities imposing ideal boundary conditions. However,
from the mid 1970s [8, 9], the form was determined by actual pressure measurements along
tunnel walls during the wind tunnel testing. Then using the linearized potential flow
equations and boundary conditions, wall singularities and model singularities are linearly
superimposed or decomposed to determine their respective strengths.
Along with the analytical methods to correct wall interference, slotted and adaptive wall
transonic test sections are two mechanical developments that can significantly reduce wall
interference compared to straight solid wind tunnel walls. Slotted walls suck out boundary
layers from tunnel walls so that the horizontal buoyancy effects can be reduced. Adaptive
walls can form flow stream configuration on tunnel walls so that it can reduce the stream
curvature effect. However, in either method, other error factors still affect the data measured
in wind tunnels.
The TWNTN4A computer program combined the latest analytical and the mechanical ideas
to correct/assess wind tunnel wall interference. It is a nonlinear, transonic, small disturbance,
potential flow code for correcting wall interference effects including a correction capability
for disturbances caused by the side wall boundary layer in 2-D wind tunnels. It uses a
nonlinear equation to accurately model airflow at transonic speed. The code has a significant
improvement over classical correction methods, particularly for transonic flows. First, the
program solves nonlinear equation including a higher order term to enhance the transonic
modeling. Second, measured data are used in both the exterior and interior boundary
conditions. Third, the program accounts approximately for some influence of the sidewall
boundary layers. This method attempts to preserve the nonlinear interaction in the test section
flow field, including effects of shock waves and boundary layers on both the model and
tunnel walls.
BriefHistory ofTWNTN4A
The TWNTN4A application is an upgraded version of program called TWINTAN [10] by
Kemp. The original TWINTAN only accounted for the top and bottom wall interference.
Barnwell and Sewall [11] improved TWINTAN by introducing a simple model of tunnel
sidewall boundary layers. This new feature accounted for the additional blockage
interference caused by the reaction of sidewall boundary layer to the model induced pressure
gradients. This improved program is called TWINTN4 [12], which is a full four wall
correction scheme. However, this new scheme appeared to overcorrect the interference.
Murthy [13] explained the overcorrection and proposed a modification to it by involving the
model aspect ratio in the program. The TWINTN4 was further improved to account for wall
interference within a tunnel having flexibly adapted top and bottom walls. This is the current
version of program, TWNTN4A.
In this thesis, all the results were produced by TWNTN4A application, which includes the
full four wall correction scheme andMurthy's model aspect ratio modification.
Objective
The objective of this thesis is to:
1. Understand how the TWNTN4A computer program assesses/corrects the interference
from wind tunnel walls.
2. Develop a pre- and post-processor of TWNTN4A program to save time by replacing
manual operations.
3. Apply TWNTN4A program to given experimental data sets and analyze the consequent
results by comparing with Swanson/Turkel solution, which was treated as the interference
free data (the reference) because of the absence of flight test results.
4. Provide a new feature, variable grid control, as an option so that users have a control of
the maximum allowable grid size.
Chapter 2 - TWNTN4A Theory
Although TWNTN4A is an upgraded version of TWINTAN, it is still based on Kemp's ideas
of transonic analysis procedure and correctable interference concept [14]. This procedure
formulates the theory of TWNTN4A, and then the concept introduces the criterion when the
procedure can be applied to correct wall interference in a wind tunnel at transonic speeds.
Transonic Analysis Procedure
Traditional methods for analysis of wind tunnel wall interference at subsonic speeds are
based on the linear superposition of elemental perturbation potentials arising from
singularities representing a model and tunnel walls. At subsonic flow speed, where the wall
singularities are clearly distinguishable from those representing the model, the wall induced
perturbation field can be isolated without ambiguity. At transonic speed, however, the
nonlinear interaction among perturbations precludes such a direct definition of the
wall-
induced perturbation. A transonic analysis procedure is developed here in principle, which
should yield not only a rationally defined wall induced perturbation field but also a criterion
for assessing applicability of wind tunnel data to a free air flight condition.
Utilizing the perturbation velocity potential concept , the potential flow in a wind tunnel can
be naturally expressed as:
wr=VR-r+twr (2.1)
*
Many aerodynamics textbooks [15, 16, 17] introduce this concept.
It is presumed that the boundary conditions needed to define the wind tunnel flow are known
so that a solution for Qm can be obtained. The equation (2.1) shows the wind tunnel velocity
potential is a sum of basic tunnel potential and (total) perturbation potential induced by





Figure 2.1: Wind Tunnel Flow
Now, utilizing the same idea, a free air flow condition with an airfoil can be expressed as:
F=V-r +h (2.2)
In a free air condition, only the presence of airfoil can perturb the incoming flow, which
could be angled to the leading edge of airfoil, because there is nothing to perturb the flow
(Figure 2.2). The perturbation <j)M is attributable entirely to the airfoil.
v
Figure 2.2: Free Air Flow
The boundary conditions to be imposed on the equation (2.2) are the analytic far field
expression for unbounded flow together with an inner boundary condition designed to assure
that the resulting perturbation <j)M is an appropriate representation of the direct influence of
airfoil in a wind tunnel flow. Any remaining perturbation in the tunnel flow is then attributed
to the presence of tunnel walls (<j)w ), so one may write:
</>w=0m-<PM (2.3)
The proposed boundary condition to be imposed at the model and wake is written as:
Iv*J=Iy"aJ (2-4)
where the brackets denote the discontinuity between the upper and lower surfaces of the
model and wake of the enclosed perturbation velocity vector. The strengths of the source and
vortex-like singularities that are used to represent the model are assured to be identical in the
wind tunnel and free air flow. As a result of this boundary condition, the wall induced
velocity field defined by V0W is continuous across the model and wake, and any shock wave
intersecting the model or wake in the wind tunnel flow will be identically located on the
model or wake in the free air flow.
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The basic purpose of wall interference assessment is to examine the applicability of data
measured on the model in a wind tunnel test to free air flight. To this end, it needs to be
asked whether a free air flow exists in which the model shape and surface pressure
distribution are identical to those in the tunnel. Ask whether the equality
VF=Vm (2.5)
can be satisfied everywhere on the model surface. First, express the wall induced velocity
field as the combination of even and odd (uniform and non-uniform) parts:
Vw=V^=V^,s+V^iA (2.6)
where the subscript S and A represent symmetric and anti-symmetric respectively. Now,
performing mathematical manipulations:
Equation (2. 1) => Vm = V<Pm =VR+V<t>wr (2-7)
Equation (2.2) => VF = V<D F =V +V0M (2.8)
Equation (2.3) => V^.
=V^ +V^ (2.9)
Substituting the equation (2.7) and (2.8) into the equation (2.5):
?+?*=?*+*** (2-10)
Substitute the equation (2.9) into the equation (2.10):
Vl+V^=VR+V^+V^ (2.11)
11




if and only if the symmetric (uniformity) criterion
V<1>w,a=0otVw=Vw<s (2.14)
is met everywhere on the model surface.






The free air flow expressed by the equation (2.2) can now be solved iteratively using the
equation (2.13) to update V. After convergence, the wall induced perturbation field is
defined by the equation (2.3). If the symmetric (uniformity) criterion, equation (2.14), is met
within acceptable limits over the model surface, the tunnel data are correctable simply by




Kemp's [14] correctable interference concept uses the flow chart, Figure 2.3. As part of this
thesis, the flow chart's red path was assumed to be true. In other words, this path presumes
that applying wall control technologies (slotted and/or adaptive wall) achieves uniform wall
induced velocities at the model, and then the experimental data is categorized as correctable
so that TWNTN4A correction produces the valid interference free data at the end.
This categorization (negligible, correctable, uncorrectable) is related to the uniformity
criterion discussed in the preceding section, the equation (2.14). This thesis checks the
criterion by RMS ACP value on the model. When the value was close to zero, it categorized
the data set as negligible and/or correctable (there is no distinction between negligible or
correctable here because TWNTN4A was applied to both cases anyway). When the value
was not close to zero, it categorized the data set as uncorrectable. There is no border value to
evaluate the closeness of zero for the RMS ACP value, but the table 5.10 (chapter 5) clearly
shows the distinction. Please see the end of Chapter 5 for the detailed discussion of this
criterion check.
Satisfaction of the uniformity criterion was usually the case by applying the wall control
technologies in this project. However, on some occasions, experimental data fell into the
uncorrectable category even with the wall control technologies. Since TWNTN4A always
produces results assuming satisfaction of the criterion, it is still required to manually check




















to M, a, P
Interference Free Data
Figure 2.3: The Correctable Interference TransonicWind Tunnel Concept
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Chapter 3 - Numerical Procedure
TWNTN4A is a nonlinear, transonic, small disturbance, potential flow program capable of
correcting wall interference effects in 2-D wind tunnels including 2- and 4-wall correction
capability for disturbances caused by the side wall boundary layers.
TWNTN4A performs three calculation cycles - tunnel calculations, free-air calculations, and
perturbation flow calculations. In the first cycle, the tunnel calculation employs an inverse
design procedure to determine an effective, inviscid geometric representation of the test
model, which includes the viscous effects of the model and the interference distortions
imposed by the presence of the tunnel walls. In the second cycle, the free air flow about this
equivalent inviscid shape is computed to correct the angle of attack andMach number. In the
third cycle, the free air flow is again computed using the body shape obtained in the first
cycle and the corrected free stream condition with modified boundary conditions obtained
from the second. The difference between the total perturbation from the first cycle and model
perturbations obtained in the third are attributable to the wall effects.
In each calculation cycle, TWNTN4A solves the same governing equation on the same grid
with different sets of boundary conditions. The following describes the governing equation,
computational grid, and three calculation cycles with boundary conditions.
15
Governing Equation
TWNTN4A solves 2-D small disturbance transonic potential flow equation. It is a 2-D form






Um dx 2 Ul [dx)
(3.1)
(3.2)
The higher order term in is kept in the equation to model the transonic flow behavior
{dx)






This dimensionless quantity allows comparisons between solutions with different values of






Perturbation velocity potential equation can be found and described in details on many aerodynamic
textbooks [15, 16, 17].
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where:








The quantity UR is the velocity at MR , whereas U is the velocity at Mm . The term 5 is the
effect of the side wall boundary layer developed by Barnwell and Sewall [11] and is further













Note that the two-wall correction scheme is constructed if is taken to be zero since the
side wall term (5) simply drops out.
The transonic analysis procedure introduced in chapter 2 is updated here because TWNTN4A


















Figure 3.1 shows an example computational grid used in TWNTN4A application. The grid is
geometrically stretched forward from the leading edge, backward from the trailing edge, and
vertically in both directions from the slit on which the model boundary conditions are
imposed. The geometric stretching rate in the vertical direction is determined such that an
intermediate grid line coincides with the top and bottom tunnel walls. This same stretching is
used for calculation of both tunnel and unconstrained free air flows; thus the differences
between the solutions due to discritization error are minimized. The maximum allowable grid
size is 100 (longitudinal) x 100 (lateral). A larger grid configuration will be introduced at the




Figure 3.1: Schematic Diagram of Computational Grid (upper half plane only)
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Three Calculation Cycles with Boundary Conditions
1. Tunnel Calculation
The tunnel calculation, the first calculation cycle, employs an inverse design procedure to
determine an effective, inviscid geometric representation of the test model, which includes
the viscous effects of the model and the interference distortions imposed by the presence of
the tunnel walls. In this cycle, tunnel and model wall pressure measurements are used as
boundary conditions on the internal flow; the free stream velocity and Mach number are
specified the same as the experimental test case. The measured pressure data in the form of
pressure coefficient are first converted to
V2
(velocity squared) form using the expression:






Figure 3.2 and 3.3 illustrate the outer and inner boundary conditions, respectively. The inner
boundary condition (upper and lower airfoil surfaces) is transformed on a slit at the centerline















Figure 3.2: Outer Boundary Condition for the Tunnel Calculation






















= V Jl +
(p2
- 1 ... Airfoil Slit Boundary Condition
Figure 3.3: Inner (Airfoil Slit) Boundary Condition of the Tunnel Calculation
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Along with these outer and inner boundary conditions, there is an additional boundary
condition required to solve the tunnel flow calculation. It is the flow direction at the tunnel
upstream boundary, the vertical (upwash) velocity component along the forward face of the
test section near the upper and lower bounding surfaces. They are represented by SLA
(upper) & SLB (lower) in TWNTN4A code. In practice, these velocity components are
rarely measured, which complicates the correction process by introducing a global iteration
to deduce these velocity components and establish the proper computational inflow boundary
condition. TWNTN4A has a capability of calculating and updating the vertical velocity at
the inflow corners using a flow alignment criterion over the forward part of the airfoil.
Now, the governing equation is solved iteratively (characteristics of nonlinear equation) with
these boundary conditions. After the convergence, the resulting small perturbation potential
field constructs the equivalent inviscid body (a body sensed by the tunnel flow field) using
the expression:
2. Free Air Calculation
In the free air calculation cycle, the inviscid equivalent body, determined by the tunnel
calculation, is placed in a free air environment at an angle of attack and Mach number such
that the lift is identical to that in the tunnel and the distribution of total velocity magnitude
over the airfoil surface is a best fit to that in the tunnel. This solution is actually a sequence of
converging boundary value problems to determine the free air flow field around the
equivalent body. Airflow leaves the trailing edge smoothly for a given airfoil at a given angle
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of attack, known as the Kutta condition. It is represented as a velocity potential jump in the
perturbation theory [18]. The angle of attack is corrected to satisfy this condition at the
trailing edge of the airfoil for the lift corresponding to the tunnel flow, i.e.,
a<Pt.e. = r (3.13)
During the convergence process, the free air boundary conditions are incrementally changed
in an attempt to minimize the root mean square (RMS) difference between the velocity
distribution computed with the free air model and the velocity distribution obtained from the
pressure coefficient data measured with the tunnel model. This requires updating Mm to
minimize E , i.e.,
E2=[VT2-V?}2ds = j 'P,T r^P,F
MTj
ds (3.14)
This calculation cycle solves the same governing equation, as mentioned before, with outer
and inner boundary conditions different from the first cycle. Analytically a far field condition
is the outer boundary condition for the free air computations. It must satisfy that disturbances
vanish at the infinity (about five chord length above and below from the airfoil surfaces).
Due to computer memory/storage limitations when the original TWINTAN was developed,
an analytical form of far field boundary condition (still satisfying the vanishing disturbances


















Klunker [19] defines symbols used in the equation (3.15) and explains it in details. On the
other hand, the inner boundary condition of free air cycle is a Neumann condition using the
values of <py extracted directly from the tunnel flow solution. The boundary condition is then
formed allowing for an angle of attack correction A [10], i.e.,
Dl-C-D'2 + a-(<py I -A)
p1
= y-P^ ' (3.16)
Bl + C B2
where the upper and lower signs refer to the airfoil upper and lower surfaces, respectively.
Kemp [10] defines symbols used in the equation (3.16) and explains it in details. After the
convergence, the correction quantities for angle of attack and Mach number are available
because the lift and drag are constrained to match those of the tunnel case with the corrected
angle of attack andMach number.
3. Perturbation Calculation
The third calculation cycle is required in order to determine the classical type wall induced
perturbation velocity field. It is to define that part of the tunnel flow perturbation that is
attributable directly to the airfoil. This free air solution about the model is described by the
equivalent, inviscid body determined during the tunnel flow calculation at the corrected free
stream Mach number and angle of attack from the free air calculation. The wall induced
perturbation can be taken as the difference between the total perturbation obtained in the first
calculation cycle and the model induced perturbation obtained in the third calculation cycle.
This calculation cycle uses the same governing equation again and a mixture of the first and
second cycle boundary conditions. The outer boundary condition is the same as in the second
cycle, the equation (3.15), because this is a free air calculation. The inner boundary condition
23
is the same as in the first cycle (figure 3.3). After the convergence, TWNTN4A uses the
equation (3.10) to determine the wall induced perturbation velocity potential field by a
simple subtraction.
Variable Grid Control
As a new feature, variable grid control has been introduced to TWNTN4A application. At the
time when the original TWINTAN [10] was developed, this feature was not included in the
program due to the limited computer resources (memory/storage). Even TWNTN4A,
upgraded version of TWINTAN, did not have this capability before this project was
assigned. This new feature still uses the same geometric stretching grid concept, described in
the previous section, to represent the flow field, but now a user can control the maximum
allowable grid size to meet the current computational fluid dynamics standards that use fine
grids to model the flow field.
One parameter, MGS, defines the maximum grid size in the program now. Ideally this value
is specified once in the whole program; however, it was not possible due to inconsistent
programming methodologies (mainly hard-coded multidimensional array size) employed by
several researchers over years of program modifications. It involved considerable effort to
modify TWNTN4A, which still requires removals of obsolete coding and streamlining the
program flow in general. Along with the parameter, a user must specify a few other variables
(e.g., cell locations, number of cells, and cell size in the input file) to generate TWNTN4A
computational grids.
24
Chapter 4 - Semi-Automation
TWNTN4A is an iterative procedure requiring manual
pre- and post-processing before and
after each pass (global iteration of TWNTN4A is called pass 1, pass 2, and pass 3,
sequentially). A semi-automatic procedure was developed as a part of this project to facilitate
the processing of a large number of experimental data files. This procedure considerably
reduces the TWNTN4A pre- and post-processing time by replacing manual operations. These
pre- and post-processing codes were written in script format that runs under the
MATLAB*
interpreter (not a standalone executable).
The following summarizes the capability of this procedure. The pre-processing functions
include creating a database out of experimental data files and selecting data sets based on
criteria such as Mach number and Reynolds number. The pre-processor can also iteratively
update all three passes of TWNTN4A input files from its own output. The post-processing
functions can store TWNTN4A output to database files for later analysis and can produce a
variety of figures to visualize the results. This semi-automation program produced all the
figures shown in this thesis.
Figure 4. 1 shows a flow chart of the TWNTN4A correction process performed by the semi
automatic procedure. In the figure, the [blue highlighted boxes| represent MATLAB based
code, whereas the |red highlighted box| is based on TWNTN4A coding. Auto# (highlighted in
Software package fromMathWorks, Inc. A language of technical computing and data visualization.
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green) is a UNIX script file. Appendix includes an example Auto# (Auto3) and all of
MATLAB scripts for this procedure.
<^JStart^>
Make database out of experimental data files
I
Select certain data sets from the database by specifyingM & Re
1
Repeat for Pass 1, Pass 2, & Pass 3
Run TWNTN4A using Auto#
t
11
Create (update) TWNTN4A input files
1
Generate TWNTN4A output database
Produce figures to visualize the results
End
Figure 4.1: Flow Chart of the Semi-Automatic Procedure
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Sample Run of Semi-Automatic Procedure
This section shows a sample run of semi-automatic procedure with the actual MATLAB user
interface. Figures are not numbered because no reference exists in this thesis.
Making database out of experimental data files
Be E* ! web WMow tiff

























run point onrel ft
24 I 0.5036 -4
2 2 0.4971 -4
25 2 0.6020 -4
62 2 0.5007 -4
63 2 0.5989 -4
7 2 0.1983 -4
64 2 0.SSO2 -3
66 2 0.7384 -3
10 2 0.7392 -3
9 3 0.699B -3
3 2 0.694B -3
27 2 0.7O2S -3
65 Z 0.7052 -3
67 2 0.7*03 -3
66 2 0.7B48 -3
11 3 0.7575 -3
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certain data sets. Mach number is
about 0.5 and Reynolds number is
about 9,000,000 in this case. A
user has to specify the ranges of
Mach number and Reynolds
number in the code (See the
Appendix).
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Creating (updating) TWNTN4A input files
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4 KB OAT Fie
4KB DAT Fie
4KB DAT Fie
4 KB OAT Fie
4KB DAT Fie
4KB DATHe
4 KB DAT Fie
4KB DAT Fie
4 KB DAT FIb
4KB DAT FIb
4 KB DAT He
4 KB OAT Fie
4KB DAT Fie
4KB DAT Flc
4 KB DAT Fie
4KB DAT Re
4KB DAT Ne
4 KB DAT Fla
etB |gMy Computer
*l
Running TWNTN4A using Auto3 (Actual command is "auto3".)
JSBIJB
Auto3 tasks:
1. Removed unnecessary files in the
current directory.
2. Compiled TWNTN4A program
and executed it on three different
input files.
3. Kept the output files in a directory
called
"outputs"
4. Cleaned the current directory
again for the next time use.
Generating TWNTN4A output database
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0. t* JjiOMi Insert Format |4alp
^unrary of TWTN4A Result Data [iu080] M
<Pass2<3 values from Teat 20* are INVALID)
[jAngle of Attack
ntesc orlg passl paao2 pass3
119 -2.0466 -1.8627 -1.6710 -1.4736
119 -0.9794 -0.8955 -0.6199 -0.7404
209 -0.0102 0.1231 0.0016 -0.6314
119 0.0216 -0.0905 -0.2036 -0.3167 j
119 0.0305 -0.13Z3 -0.2968 -0.4627
119 1.0316 0.7343 0.4323 0 . 1252
134 2.0019 1.6608 1.3133 0.9601 _j
119 2.0397 1.5641 1.0786 0.5B48 i
119 4.0319 3.4014 2 . 7562 2 . 1115
119 5 . 0093 4.4514 3.6942 3.3370 ;
Lift Coefficient
ntest orig passl pasts? pass3
119 -0.2848 -0.2870 -0.2893 -0.2915
119 -0.1642 -0.1656 -0.1671 -0.1686
209 -0.0135 -0.013S -0.0135 -0.0135 1
119 -0.D2B8 -0.0290 -0.0293 -0.0295
119 -0.0146 -0.0149 -0.0150 -0.0151






Producing figures to visualize the results
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curve figures, the experimental data,
Passl, Pass2, and Pass3. There are other
commands to plot model Cp distribution,
drag curve, and equivalent inviscid body
shape (Example shows the lift curves).
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Chapter 5 - Results
The TWNTN4A computer program was applied to all of given experimental data (over 300
data sets). Because most of corrected results showed the same trend, only certain cases are
reported here to avoid repetitions of the same type results. Starting with a description of
given data sets, this chapter presents and discusses results from the TWNTN4A program.
Table 5.1 summarizes the characteristics of given experimental data sets organized by test
numbers. All the test cases were conducted with NACA0012 airfoil at 0.3m TCT. Slotted and
adaptive walls are the two different tunnel wall configurations. Three different chord lengths
and two sets of tunnel dimension make various tunnel half height to chord ratios (h/c), which
affect the lift coefficient sensitively (See the figure 1.1). Table 5.2 shows flow properties of
the data sets. Data sets cover a broad range ofMach number including transonic flow speeds.
Test# 119 134 201 208 209
Airfoil NACA0012 NACA0012 NACA0012 NACA0012 NACA0012
Chord 6 in. 6 in. 6.5 in. 13 in. 6.5 in.
Wind Tunnel 0.3m TCT 0.3m TCT 0.3m TCT 0.3m TCT 0.3m TCT
Tunnel
Dimension








h/c 2.0 2.0 1.0 0.5 1.0
Table 5.1: Summary ofGiven Experimental Data Sets
Range ofProperty
Mach Number 0.4965 ~ 0.8226
Angle ofAttack ~
13.0219
Reynolds Number 3,000,000 and 9,000,000
Table 5.2: Summary ofFlow Properties on the Given Data Sets
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Table 5.3 summarizes the legend (data representation symbol) used in result figures shown
later. DOT () represents the result from slotted wall, whereas ASTERISK (*) represents the
result from adaptive wall. The solid black line in result figures represents the comparison
data from Swanson/Turkel [20]. It is a 2-D Navier-Stokes code to represent the state of the
art numerical solution on the airfoil problem. The TWNTN4A results were compared and
validated with this Navier-Stokes numerical solution. Table 5.4 was constructed from
Swanson/Turkel results. It identifies the angle of attack that causes shock wave. This is
included in result figures by the vertical black lines with arrows. It is important to evaluate
TWNTN4A results concerning shock wave formation. Good results may not be expected
when shock wave spans wind tunnel test section because of the interaction with the tunnel
sidewall boundary layers to induce flow separation in the model/sidewall junction region.








H/c 2.0 2.0 1.0 0.5 1.0
Symbol *












5 6 7 8
0.50 Y Y
0.65 Y Y j | Y Y Y Y Y
0.76 Y Y Y Y |
'
'
\ Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y
0.80 Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y
Tiible5 4: Swanson/Tur kelShock V/avelfable
Legend:
[y|: Yes, shock wave is present.
H: No, shock wave is not present.
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Sample Result ofAdaptiveWall Data Set
This section presents a sample result of correcting wind tunnel test data from a test section
with adaptive walls. The corrections of adaptive wall data sets generally showed the same
trend. Thus the current section summarizes most of adaptive wall test cases. To avoid
repetition and to save space, this thesis does not include adaptive wall results on every single
data set. The chosen data set has test #201, M = 0.7623, a = 1.9551, and Re = 8,989,000.
Figure 5.1 shows the model and wall configurations. It shows the adaptive wall
characteristic; streamlined tunnel walls to reduce the effect of streamline curvature (see the
chapter 1).
Test #201, M = 0.7623, a = 1.9551, Re = 8,989,000
Figure 5.1: Model and Wall Configurations ofAdaptiveWall Test Case
TWNTN4A took about 4 seconds to converge on this data set with 170, 1274, and 283
iterations respectively for the tunnel, free air, and perturbation calculation cycles. This is the
average computational time and iteration numbers for a single data set on most of adaptive
wall test cases. This test case used the original coarse grids. The tunnel calculation produced
an equivalent inviscid body shown in the figure 5.2. Black line represents the original airfoil
shape from the wind tunnel testing, whereas the blue line represents the equivalent inviscid
airfoil shape calculated by the first cycle. These two shapes are not too far away from each
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other. This indicates the successful convergence of tunnel calculation cycle. However, it
raises a question at the trailing edge because it is not closed, which does not satisfy Kutta
condition to have either a stagnation point or a single velocity at the trailing edge. Further
analysis is required on this matter. After the free air calculation cycle, the uniformity
criterion was checked by the RMS Cp difference (net difference) rather than at each single
point on the airfoil. The RMS ACP value was 0.017725 that was close to zero compared to
the value of 1.4 ~ 1.8 on non-converged cases. Thus the criterion was considered to be
satisfied.
Progress of Equivalent inviscid Body
0.1 0.2 0.3 0.4 0.5 0.6 0 7 0.8 0.9 1
Normalized Coordinates, x/c
Figure 5.2: Equivalent Inviscid Body on AdaptiveWall Test Case
Distribution of model pressure coefficient is plotted in the figure 5.3. Blue points represent
Cp distribution from the wind tunnel testing, whereas the TWNTN4A corrected result is
plotted in green. The lower airfoil surface is in an excellent agreement with Swanson/Turkel
results. The upper surface is also in a good agreement considering the presence of normal
shock wave. Table 5.5 summarizes the correction results on this test case. The TWNTN4A
program corrected the angle of attack more than other properties. This correction can be seen
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noticeably in the lift curve plot, figure 5.4. The arrow in the figure indicates the direction of
the TWNTN4A correction. The right side dot is the wind tunnel test result, and the left one is
from TWNTN4A correction.
Model Pressure Coefficient Distribution Lift Curve of an Adaptive Wall Data Set





Model Cp Distribution on
AdaptiveWall Test Case
Figure 5.4:
Lift Curve on AdaptiveWall Test Case
Uncorrected Pass 1
Mach Number 0.7623 0.7544
Angle ofAttack [deg.] 1.9551 1.5684
Lift Coefficient 0.3564 0.3612
Drag Coefficient 0.0203 0.0206
Moment Coefficient -0.0015 -0.0015
Table 5.5: TV\WIWA Result on Adaptive \Vail Test Case
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Sample Result of SlottedWall Data Set
This section is very similar to the previous section. It presents a sample result on a slotted
wall test case, which can be applied to most of other slotted wall data sets because of the
similar trend resulted in the TWNTN4A application. The chosen data set has test #119, M =
0.7603, a = 2.0060, and Re = 9,107,000. Figure 5.5 shows the model and wall
configurations on this test case. Tunnel walls are straight lines unlike the adaptive wall case.
There are plenums on walls to remove the sidewall boundary layers (to reduce the effect of
horizontal buoyancy).
Test #119, M = 0.7603, a = 2.0060, Re = 9,107,000
Figure 5.5: Model andWall Configuration on SlottedWall Test Case
The TWNTN4A was globally iterated on slotted wall test cases. One of input boundary
conditions, SLA and SLB (described in chapter 3), is always zero on straight tunnel walls.
This permits the global iteration of TWNTN4A program to obtain better results. In this
thesis, the TWNTN4A was globally applied three times (Passl, Pass2, and Pass3) on all of
slotted wall test cases. On the other hand, this cannot be done for adaptive wall test cases
because there is no means to update the rest of wall configuration following the SLA and
SLB updated by TWNTN4A.
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Here, the TWNTN4A program took the average of 3 ~ 4 seconds computational time to
converge on all the passes. Iteration numbers are Passl = {331, 607, 108}, Pass2 = {334,
504, 107}, Pass3 = {336, 402, 106} for the tunnel, free air, and perturbation calculation
cycles, respectively. The tunnel calculation computed these equivalent body shapes on each
pass shown in the figure 5.6. Black line represents the original airfoil shape from the
experiment. The blue line is for Passl, green is for Pass2, and red is for Pass3. They are all
very close to the actual shape, which indicates the successful calculation and convergence of
the first cycle.
Progress of Equivalent Inviscid Body
0.1 0.2 0.3 0.4 0.5 0.6 0.7 0.8 0.9 1
Normalized Coordinates, x/c
Figure 5.6: Equivalent Inviscid Body on Slotted Wall Test Case
The RMS Cp difference was again checked to confirm the
satisfaction of the uniformity
criterion. The first pass had the RMS ACP = 0.030192, the second pass had 0.029123, and the
third pass resulted in 0.028297. They are close enough to be zero compared to non-converged
cases. Figure 5.7 shows the model Cp distribution on this test case. The black line is from
Swanson/Turkel results. The first pass result is on green, the second is on red, and the third
one has cyan. Compared with the adaptive wall test case from the previous section, it lacks
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some agreement to Swanson/Turkel results (showing the superiority of adaptive wall
technology); however, it is still in a good agreement to Swanson/Turkel results considering
the presence of normal shock wave on the upper airfoil surface. Table 5.6 summarizes the
result on this test case. Again, the TWNTN4A corrected the angle of attack (about
1
different from the tunnel measurement) more than other properties. Figure 5.8 shows the
direction ofTWNTN4A correction on a lift curve.
-1.5
Model Pressure Coefficient Distribution Lift Curve of a Slotted Wall Data Set
0 0.1 0.2 0.3 0.4 0.5 0.6 0.7 0.8 0.9
Normalized Coordinates, x/c
Figure 5.7:
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Angle of Attack, a
Figure 5.8:
IJft Curve on SlottedWall Test Case
Uncorrected Pass 1 Pass 2 Pass 3
Mach Number 0.7603 0.7545 0.7492 0.7449
Angle ofAttack [deg.] 2.0060 1.6542 j 1.2903 0.9116
Lift Coefficient 0.2518 0.2543 0.2566 0.2585
Drag Coefficient 0.0130 0.0131 0.0132 0.0133
Moment Coefficient 0.0043 0.0043 0.0043 0.0043
Table 5.6: TWNTN4A Result on SlottedWall Test Case
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Collections ofTWNTN4A results (Summary)
The following section presents a large number of TWNTN4A correction results. The semi
automatic procedure (chapter 4) was utilized to process this large number of data sets. There
are two types of plot used to present the results, drag curve and lift curve. Drag coefficient
versus Mach number curve is used to describe Mach number corrections for a given nominal
chord Reynolds number and lift coefficient. Lift coefficient versus angle of attack curve is
used to describe angle of attack corrections. Vertical lines and arrows on lift curves indicate
the presence of shock wave (See Table 5.4). Refer to table 5.3 for the legend used on figures
presented here.
There are three parts in this section. The first part is a collection of results with the
TWNTN4A original grids at Re = 9,000,000. The second part is also with the original grids
but at Re = 3,000,000. The third part has results on Re 9,000,000 with fine grids generated
by the variable grid control. Each part flow properties are summarized in the table 5.7, 5.8,
and 5.9. Part 1 and 2 have the same nominal Mach numbers: 0.50, 0.65, 0.76, and 0.80. Part 3
is the same as Part 1 and 2 except that the lower Mach number cases (0.50 and 0.65) are not
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Table 5.7: Summary of Flow Properties on the Part 1
Drag Curve
Mach Number Reynolds Number Lift Coefficient

































Table 5.8: Summary of Flow Properties on the Part 2













Table 5.9: Summary of Flow Properties on Part 3
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Part 1 fRe 9.000.000^
Figure 5.9 shows the drag curves on each pass. The uncorrected TWNTN4A data (wind
tunnel measured quantities) are in reasonable agreement with Swanson/Turkel result. There
is a tendency to collapse into one point (Remember that there must be only one valid value at
given Mach number, angle of attack, and Reynolds number) on Mach number ~ 0.50;
however, higher Mach number points do not show much improvement on pass to pass.
Figure 5.10 through 5.13 show the lift curves for different Mach numbers. In all figures,
adaptive wall test cases are already in good agreement with Swanson/Turkel result before
applying the TWNTN4A correction. This shows the superiority of adaptive wall technology.
After the first correction, adaptive wall cases did not show much movement on figures;
however, most of slotted wall test cases moved toward Swanson/Turkel comparison curve.
After the second correction, slotted wall data sets are in excellent agreement with
Swanson/Turkel results. Lift curve slopes are almost identical to the comparison curves. It is
surprising to see in the figure 5.13 that TWNTN4A corrects data sets with such high Mach
number (shock wave must be present) at moderately high angle of attack.
It seemed that the third correction was not needed on these cases. The third passes showed
the overcorrection of TWNTN4A program. Notice that high angle of attack cases did not
show any improvement on lower Mach number cases. It is apparent that shock wave was
formed at these high angle of attacks; therefore, it is less likely the TWNTN4A program
corrects such data points where shock wave interacts with sidewall boundary layers.
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Figure 5.9: Drag Curve at Re - 9,000,000 and Q 0 on Original TWNTN4A Grids
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TWNTN4A Corrected - The First Pass
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TWNTN4A Corrected - The Third Pass
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Figure 5.10: Lift Curve at Re = 9,000,000 andM = 0.50 on Original TWNTN4A Grids
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TWNTN4A Corrected - The Second Pass
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Figure 5.12: Lift Curve at Re 9,000,000 andM 0.76 on Original TWNTN4A Grids
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Parti
Uncorrected TWNTN4A Data Points TWNTN4A Corrected - The First Pass
TWNTN4A Corrected - The Second Pass TWNTN4A Corrected
- The Third Pass
10 12 3
Angle of Attack, a
Figure 5.13: Lift Curve at Re - 9,000,000 andM 0.80 on Original TWNTN4A Grids
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Part 2 (Re 3.000.0001
Drag curves shown in the figure 5.14 are off by 0.002 (Cd) from the Swanson/Turkel results.
Corrected results do not show much improvement; rather the correction is in the wrong
direction. Green and Newman [21] obtained the similar results and pointed out that a large
span-wise variation of Cd was detected, which TWNTN4A program does not account for.
Figure 5.15 through 5.18 show lift curves. There were not enough adaptive wall test cases
available at Re = 3,000,000 from data files supplied by NASA. Slotted wall data sets show
improvement from TWNTN4A on each pass. The same type of discussion as the part 1 holds
here. It takes TWNTN4A correction twice or three times to match with Swanson/Turkel
computational results. Again, high angle of attack data cases showed no movement on the
figures indicating the limitation (capability) of TWNTN4A application.
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Part 2
Uncorrected TWNTN4A Data Points TWNTN4A Corrected - The First Pass
0.55 0.6 0.65 0.7 0.75 0.8
Mach Number, M
0.5 0.55 0.6 0.65 0.7 0.75 0.8 0.6
Mach Number, M
TWNTN4A Corrected - The Second Pass TWNTN4A Corrected - The Third Pass
0.55 0.6 0.65 0.7 0.75
Mach Number, M
).5 0.55 0.6 0.65 0.7 0.75 0.8 0.85 0.9
Mach Number, M
Figure 5.14: Drag Curve at Re - 3,000,000 and Q 0 on Original TWNTN4A Grids
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Part 2
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Figure 5.15: Lift Curve at Re 3,000,000 and M * 0.50 on Original TWNTN4A Grids
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Part 2





















TWNTN4ACorrected - The First Pass
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Figure 5.16: Lift Curve at Re - 3,000,000 andM - 0.65 on Original TWNTN4A Grids
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Part 2
Uncorrected TWNTN4A Data Points TWNTN4A Corrected - The First Pass
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Figure 5.17: Lift Curve at Re = 3,000,000 andM - 0.76 on Original TWNTN4A Grids
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Part 2
Uncorrected TWNTN4A Data Points TWNTN4A Corrected - The First Pass
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Figure 5.18: Lift Curve at Re 3,000,000 andM 0.80 on Original TWNTN4A Grids
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Part 3 (Refined Grid)
Finer grids by the variable grid control produced the figures 5.19 and 5.20. Number of grid
was doubled and each cell size was halved. Number of iteration was about quadrupled as
expected. Some cases required only tripled number of iterations. The computational time,
however, was about ten times more than the TWNTN4A original grid generation. This shows
that the current TWNTN4A coding has room for improvements.
None of lower Mach number cases (M ~ 0.50 and 0.65) converged with finer grids. They all
reached the maximum number of iterations (9,999) in the tunnel calculation. These non-
converged results were not presented with figures in this part 3. The higher Mach number
cases (M ~ 0.76 and 0.80), on the contrary, converged on almost all of data sets. Only these
are included here.
Two figures show the same type of correction trend as the part 1 and part 2. Data sets
required the TWNTN4A correction only twice to obtain the same lift coefficient slope as
Swanson/Turkel result. One noticeable difference is that the data points with TWNTN4A
original grids were all left side of Swanson/Turkel comparison curve, whereas all data points
with finer grids resulted in the right side of the comparison curve. This shows the original
grid cases predicted the lift coefficients higher than the ones by finer grids. Results also show
that TWNTN4A can overcorrect experimental data. Most of the results are better for single,
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Figure 5.19: Lift Curve at Re - 9,000,000 andM - 0.76 on Finer Grids
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Part 3
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Figure 5.20: Lift Curve at Re 9,000,000 andM 0.80 on Finer Grids
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The Uniformity Criterion
The last discussion in this chapter is about the uniformity criterion (see chapter 2). Table 5.10





1.451900 Did not converge
1.537200 Did not converge
1.607100 Did not converge
1.706200 Did not converge







Table 5.10: Uniformity Criterion Check
The uniformity criterion (equation 2.14) has to be satisfied everywhere (at each point) on the
model surface. However, the criterion was checked here by the net difference (RMS ACP).
Table 5.10 clearly shows satisfaction of the uniformity criterion. If the value of RMS ACp
was the order of 10"2, the TWNTN4A program converged (that indicates the satisfaction of
uniformity criterion). If the value of RMS ACP was the order of 10, the TWNTN4A program
did not converge (that indicates the violation of uniformity criterion). There is no border
value to evaluate the closeness of zero for the RMS ACP value, but it is obvious to judge the
satisfaction of the criterion from the values represented in the above table.
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Chapter 6 - Concluding Remarks
The objective of this thesis work was to study the characteristics of a transonic wall
interference correction scheme (TWNTN4A) on a post-test basis. Data files generated from
0.3m TCT at NASA Langley were used to prepare a comprehensive study of the performance
of TWNTN4A and to add some flexibility in operations such as the variable grid control.
NACA0012 airfoil data were corrected by TWNTN4A and compared with the free air results
obtained from a full Navier-Stokes turbulent flow solver given by Swanson/Turkel. In the
absence of flight test results, the solution from the latter solver was treated as the interference
free data (the reference).
Good correlations were shown in lift and drag curves for low-to-moderate lift coefficients at
transonic Mach numbers using the Murthy sidewall boundary layer approximation with the
four wall correction scheme. As expected, corrections on adaptive wall data were much
smaller than the ones on slotted wall data; this shows the adaptive wall data had very little
wall interference, although the TWNTN4A corrections did tend to improve the data
correlations. Some of data sets that either did not converge or for which the body-alignment
criterion was not met indicated that the TWNTN4A program is sensitive to the details of the
pressure distributions used in formulating the boundary conditions. In other words, the
program may not converge without precise measurements of pressure distributions on a
model and tunnel walls.
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Results obtained with the presence of shock wave are not valid from TWNTN4A theory
point of view (a limitation of the code) because the code does not account for phenomena
caused by shock wave: flow separation, heat generation (energy equation), etc. However,
some results with shock wave showed good corrections even though the theory does not hold
there. Formulating boundary conditions using actual experimental pressure measurements
might be a reason for this inconsistency. This unclear part of the program needs to be further
investigated in the future.
The results shown in the chapter 5, almost every case, were corrected to the left side of
Swanson/Turkel Navier-Stokes curves. In some cases, this may be partly due to the
corrected Mach numbers being significantly higher than the Mach number used for
Swanson/Turkel calculations. Swanson/Turkel calculations were shown at the nominal
tunnel Mach numbers, whereas the corrected data should properly be compared with curves
at higher Mach numbers.
The chapter 5 also experimented with the variable grid control. An interesting result was
obtained there. None of low Mach number data cases (Mach number = 0.50 & 0.65)
converged in the first calculation cycle. On the other hand, most of high Mach number data
cases (Mach number = 0.76 & 0.80) converged with reasonable iteration numbers. The
reason may be the change of difference scheme when the flow characteristics change: elliptic
equation is used when the flow is subsonic, parabolic equation when the flow is sonic, and
hyperbolic equation when the flow is supersonic. One of TWNTN4A subroutines includes
this type of operator branching. There, the equation type changes depending on the flow
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characteristics (Mach number). The failure to converge at lower Mach numbers may also be
attributable to the distribution of grid points that is internally set by TWNTN4A. This needs
to be checked more in details in the future.
Another future recommendation is to resolve the number of passes convergence problem.
The current code does not either converge or diverge after applying TWNTN4A a few times
(passes). For example, the third pass mostly showed the overcorrection in this thesis;
however, the program does not have a capability to indicate the overcorrection at this point.
It requires user's manual check after each pass to decide applying the correction code once
more or to stop at that pass. In the future development, this type of capability (or new
feature) should be included in the program to fully automate the process.
As a final note, the author suggests that TWNTN4A computer application should be re
written with the new computer technology (lesser memory requirement) and the current CFD
grid generation standard. This program is too complicated as it should not be. This is
because of several
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Appendix
Appendix: Auto3 & Semi-AutomaticMATLAB Code
This appendix includes the UNDC script
"auto3"
and MATLAB codes used for the semi
automatic procedure (Chapter 4).
The purpose of auto3 is to save time on typing run command of TWNTN4A and storing its
output on each run. By entering the command (auto3), UNI_X machine runs the program three
times in a row (for three different input files) and stores their outputs automatically. Thus a
user can analyze other outputs while the script is running.
The purpose of semi-automatic MATLAB code is also to save time. It can be used for the
pre- and post-processes of TWNTN4A. Essentially, it creates input files for the program,
makes database from the program outputs, and generates several types of figures for analysis.
Chapter 4 includes the sample run of auto3 and the semi-automatic procedure.
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This procedure is organized by computer directory structure shown in the figure A.l.
I"rmtwntn4al : Root directory
TO vzfilel : Experimental data storage
[1 swnturbl : Swanson/Turkel results
\2 re9ml : Reynolds number 9.000.000
\3 re3ml : Reynolds number 3.000.000
\4 mat dbl : MATLAB database storage
1"5 fplotl : Figure plotting codes
Figure A.l: Directory Structure of Semi-Automatic Procedure
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[3_re3m] Directory includes the same files as [2_re9m].

















mkdb.m (makes database out of experimental data files)
function mkdb
clear all; % clear all variables
% read y and z file names








i = i + 1;
end
fclose(f id) ;
% define column constants
TEST = 1 ; RUN = 2 ; POINT = 3 ; AMREF
= 4 ;
ALPHA = 5; RINF = 6; PREF = 7; FILE - 8 ;
% get all data in matrix
nyzfile = size (fname, 1) ; % number of y & z files
j = 1; % initialization
for i = lmyzfile
dirname = mkdirname ( fname { i } ) ; % directory name
sp_fname = [dirname 'V fname { i } ] ; % specific file name
fid = fopen (sp_fname, 'r');
lookfor =
'




if strcmp (lookfor, templine)
dataline = fgetl(fid);
sixdata = breakdata (dataline) ;
datamat(j,TEST) = sixdata (TEST) ;
datamat(j,RUN) = sixdata (RUN) ;
datamat(j, POINT) = sixdata (POINT)
datamat(j, AMREF) = sixdata (AMREF)
datamat(j, ALPHA) = sixdata (ALPHA)
datamat(j.RINF) = sixdata (RINF) ;
datamat(j,PREF) = double ( fname{i} (1) ) ;
datamat(j,FILE) = str2num(fname{i} (2 : 5) ) ;





numdataset = size (datamat, 1) ; % number of
datasets
titleline =





% sort the data matrix by mach number












writedata ( fid, numdataset , datamat_mach) ;
fclose(fid) ;
% sort the data matrix by angle of
attack
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writedata (fid, numdataset , datamat_alpha ) ;
fclose(fid) ;
% sort the data matrix by angle of Reynolds number
datamat_re = sortrows (datamat, RINF) ;
fid = fopen(
'
. . /4_mat_db/db_re.dat ' ,
'w'
) ;




writedata ( fid, numdataset , datamat_re) ;
fclose(f id) ;




















function onelinedata = breakdata (data)





t = str2num(data(l:cloc(l)-l) ) ;
r = str2num(data(cloc(l)+l:cloc(2)-l) )
p
= str2num(data(cloc(2)+l:cloc(3)-l) )
m = str2num(data(cloc(3)+l:cloc(4)-l) )
a = str2num(data(cloc(4)+l:cloc(5)-l) )
re = str2num(data(cloc(5)+l:end) ) ;
onelinedata = [t r p m a re]
'
;
function writedata (fid, numdata,m)
for i = l:numdata
if m(i,8) > 1000
fprintf (fid, . . .
'%s%4ipp.tw4 %7i %9i %7i %12.4f %9.4f %10i\n',..
char(m(i,7) ),m(i,8),m(i,l),m(i,2),m(i,3),m(i,4),m(i,5),m(i,6));
else
fprintf (fid, . .
'%s0%3ipp.tw4 %7i %9i %7i %12.4f %9.4f
%10i\n'





yickup.m (selects certain data sets by specifyineMach number and Reynolds number)
function pickup
clear all; % clear all variables
% range of Mach number & Re
mrange =3; % Mach number range by percentage
rrange =5; % Reynolds number range by percentage
mach = 0.50; % Must be 0.50, 0.55, 0.60, 0.65, 0.70, 0.72, 0.74, ...





% displaying the ranges
linel - sprintf ( 'Mach & Reynolds number range\n \n');
line2 = sprintf ( 'Mach number: %6.4f to %6 . 4f ', lmach, hmach) ;
disp( [linel line2]);
line = sprintf ('Re number: %i to %i\n' , Ire, hre) ;
disp(line) ;
% output file name




mkoutputf ilename (mach, re) ] ;




















[mach_db, re_db] = breaker (dataline) ;
if (lmach <= mach_db & mach_db <= hmach) & (Ire <= re_db & re_db <= hre)









function [brk_mach,brk_re] = breaker (data)
% define column number
MACH = 4;
RE = 6;
% find mach & re number





data = data (ploc (1) +4: end) ;
numbered_data = str2num(data) ;
brk_mach = numbered_data (MACH) ;
brk re = numbered_data (RE) ;
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%
function filename mkoutputf ilename (mach_num, re_num)
str_mach = num2str (mach_num) ;
str_re = num2str (re_num) ;





new_str_mach = str_mach(dploc+l :end) ;
if length (new_str_mach) == 1
new_str_mach [new_str_mach '0'];
end




mkswndb.m (makes database out of Swanson/Turkel results)
function mkswndb
clear all; % clear all variables
% prompt to a user to input re number
selected_re = input ('Enter Reynolds number (re9m, re3m, etc.): ','s');
%selected_re = 're9m'; % ... test purpose
% read directory names







dirname{i,l} = fgetl (fid) ;
i = i + 1;
end
fclose (fid) ;
numMach = size (dirname, 1) ;
% read file names
fid = fopen(





filename{i, 1} = fgetl (fid);
i = i + 1;
end
fclose(f id) ;
numFile = size (filename, 1) ;
% read data and write database







for i = 1: numMach
fprintf (f id_db, dirname { i} ) ;
fprintf (fid_db,




for j = 1: numFile
fiddata = fopen ( [selected_re
'/'
dirname{i}
'/' f ilename { j } ] , 'r
'
) ;






while ~strcmp( lookfor, temp)
temp = fgetl ( fiddata) ;
end
cline = fgetl ( fiddata) ;
eloc = findstr (cline,
'
= ') ;
CL = str2num(cline(eloc(l)+l:eloc(2)-8) ) ;
CD = str2num(cline(eloc(2)+l:eloc(3)-8) ) ;
CM = str2num(cline(eloc(3)+l:end) ) ;
fprintf (fid_db, '%3i %20.7e %20.7e %20 .
7e\n'
, j-5,CL,CD,CM) ;
fclose ( fiddata) ;
end
fprintf (fid_db,




pit ddv.m (plots the drag curve using Swanson/Turkel results)
function plt_ddv
clear all; % clear all variables
% prompt to a user to input mach number







% read directory names
fid = fopen ( [selected_re (1 : 1)
'e'
selected_re (2 : 3)
'





dirname{i,l} = fgetl (fid),
i = i + 1;
end
fclose(f id) ;
numMach = size (dirname, 1) ;
% read Swanson database
fid = fopen(
['
. selected_re (1 : 1)
'e'










while -strcmp (lookfor, aline)
aline = fgetl (fid);
end
fgetl (fid); fgetl (fid); fgetl (fid);
fgetl (fid); fgetl (fid); fgetl (fid),
aline = fscanf (f id,
'
%i %f %f %f',[4,l])';
mach_number ( i , 1 ) = str2num(dirname{i} (2 :end) ) /100;




















pit slc.m (plots the lift curve using Swanson/Turkel results)
function plt_slc
clear all; % clear all variables
% prompt to a user to input mach number














% read file names
fid = fopen (
'
filename. txt ',' r' ) ;
i = 1;
while -feof(fid)
f ilename{i,l} = fgetl (fid),
i = i + 1;
end
fclose(f id) ;
numFile = size (filename, 1) ;
% open the swanson database file and read the data




selected_re (1 : 1)
'e'











while -strcmp (lookfor, temp)
temp = fgetl (fid);
end




data = fscanf (fid, '%i %e %e
%e'






plot (data (:,1) ,data(:,2) , 'b.-') ;
title ( 'Swanson Inviscid Result');






mkplinp.m (makes the Passl input files for TWNTN4A)
function mkplinp
clear all; % clear all variables
% read directory names





dirname{i,l} = fgetl (fid),
i = i + 1;
end
fclose(f id) ;
numMach = size (dirname, 1) ;
% prompt to a user to input mach number




for i = 1: numMach







Select a mach number from the list above: ','s')
%selected_mach = 'm065'; % ... test purpose










while -feof (f id_pckd)
fgetl (fid_pckd) ;




for i = 1 :numinputfile
pckd_data = fgetl ( fid_pckd) ;





fid_datafile = fopen( thisdatafile,
' r'
) ;
while -feof (fid_dataf ile)
lookfor =
'







while -strcmp (lookfor, temp)
temp = fgetl (fid_dataf ile) ;
end
dataline = fgetl (fid_dataf ile) ;





datafilerun = str2num(dataline(cloc (1) +1 :cloc (2 ) -1) ) ;
datafilepoint = str2num(dataline (cloc (2 ) +1 :cloc (3) -1) ) ;





mkinputfile (lookfor, dataline, f id_dataf ile, i,selected_mach) ;
All
fclose (fid_dataf ile) ;
end
fclose(fid_pckd) ;
function [d_dir, fname, runnum,pnt] = get4data (dataline)
% example dataline
% zl964pp.tw4 119 64 7 0.6534 5.0303 9058000






d_dir = ['testl' dataline (2 : 3) ] ;
case
'y'
d_dir = ['test2' dataline (2 : 3 )] ;
otherwise




fname = dataline (1 : 11) ; % filename
newdataline = str2num(dataline (12 :end) ) ;
runnum = newdataline (2) ; % run number
pnt = newdataline (3) ; % point number
function mkinputfile (linel, line2, fid, filenumber, dirname)
% construct file id number
if filenumber < 10












% open input file and write data in it











, fgetl (fid) ) ;
fprintf (fid_input,
'%s\n'
, fgetl (fid) ) ;
fprintf (fid_input,
'%s\n'
, fgetl (fid) ) ;
numline = fgetl(fid);
cloc = findstr (numline, '.') ;
nwu = str2num(numline(cloc(2)+l:cloc(3) -1) )
nwl = str2num(numline(cloc(3)+l:cloc(4)-l) )
nmu = str2num(numline(cloc(4)+l:cloc(5) -1) )







fgetl (fid) ) ;









fgetl (fid) ) ;









fgetl (fid) ) ;









, fgetl (fid) ) ;
for i = l:nml




plp2inp.m (makes the Pass 2 input files for TWNTN4A)
function plp2inp
clear all; % clear all variables
% read directory names






i = i + 1;
end
fclose (fid) ;
numMach = size (dirname, 1) ;
% prompt to a user to input mach number
disp( 'Available Mach Number');
disp(
' ' ) ;















%selected_mach - 'm050'; % .. test purpose












numfile = numfile + 1;
end
fclose(f id) ;
% open and read new data from output file & make and
write new input file
for i = 1: numfile
% open output file











fid_out = fopen (outfileloc,
'r'
) ;










while -strcmp (lookfor, temp)
temp = fgetl (fid_out) ;
end
fgetl (fid_out) ;
machline = fgetl (fid_out) ;
mach =
str2num(machline(22: end) ) ;
fgetl (fid_out) ;
alphaline = fgetl (fid_out) ;
alpha = str2num (alphaline ( 22 : end) ) ;
fgetl (fid_out) ;
clline = fgetl ( fid_out ) ;
cl = str2num(clline(22:60) ) ;
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fgetl (fid_out) ;
cdline = fgetl (fid_out) ;
cd = str2num(cdline(22:60) ) ;
fgetl (fid_out) ;
online = fgetl (fid_out) ;
cm = str2num(online (22: 60) ) ;
for j = 1:5, fgetl ( fid_out) ; end
slline = fgetl (fid_out) ;
si = str2num(slline(f indstr (slline,
fclose(f id_out) ;
;')+!: end) ) ;
% open old & new input file
if i < 10
oldinputf ileloc = [selected_mach
'
newinputf ileloc = [selected_mach
'
else
oldinputf ileloc = [selected_mach '
newinputf ileloc = [selected_mach '
end
fid_newin = fopen (newinputf ileloc,
'w'














% write new data in new input file
fprintf (f id_newin,
' %s\n'
, fgetl (f id_oldin) ) ;
linel = fgetl ( fid_oldin ) ;
clocl = f indstr (linel, ',') ;
fprintf (f id_newin, linel (l:clocl (3) ) ) ;
fprintf (fid_newin, '%10.4f ,
'
,mach(2) ) ;









fgetl (f id_oldin) ) ;
line2 = fgetl (fid_oldin) ;
cloc2 = f indstr (line2 ,',') ;
fprintf (fid_newin, '%10.4f ,
'
,cl(2) )
fprintf (fid_newin, '%10.4f ,
'
,cd(2) )





,line2 (cloc2 (3)+l:end) :
fprintf (fid_newin,
'%s\n'
, fgetl (fid_oldin) ) ;
line3 = fgetl (fid_oldin) ;






















p2p3inp.m (makes the Pass3 input files for TWNTN4A)
function p2p3inp
clear all; % clear all variables
% read directory names







dirname{i,l} = fgetl (fid),
i = i + 1;
end
fclose(f id) ;
numMach = size (dirname, 1) ;
% prompt to a user to input mach number
disp( 'Available Mach Number');
disp('
');
for i = 1: numMach












%selected_mach = 'm050'; % .. test purpose












numfile = numfile + 1;
end
fclose (fid) ;
% open and read new data from output file & make and write new input file
for i = l:numfile
% open output file











fid_out = fopen(outf ileloc,
'r'
) ;
% read new data
lookfor =
'






while -strcmp (lookfor, temp)
temp = fgetl (fid_out) ;
end
fgetl (fid_out) ;
machline = fgetl (fid_out) ;
mach = str2num(machline(22 :end) ) ;
fgetl (fid_out) ;
alphaline = fgetl (fid_out) ;
alpha = str2num(alphaline(22 :end) ) ;
fgetl (fid_out) ;
clline = fgetl (fid_out) ;
cl = str2num(clline(22:60) ) ;
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fgetl (fid_out) ;
cdline = fgetl (fid_out) ;
cd = str2num(cdline(22:60) ) ;
fgetl (fid_out) ;
cmline = fgetl (fid_out) ;
cm = str2num( cmline (22 :60) ) ;
for j = 1:5, fgetl ( fid_out) ; end
slline = fgetl (fid_out) ;
si = str2num( slline (f indstr (slline,
'
= ') +1: end) )
fclose(f id_out) ;
% open old & new input file
if i < 10
oldinputf ileloc = [selected_mach
newinputf ileloc = [selected_mach
else





newinputf ileloc = [selected_mach
end
fid_newin = fopen (newinputf ileloc,
'w'
) ;















% write new data in new input file
fprintf (f id_newin,
' %s\n'
, fgetl (f id_oldin) ) ;
linel = fgetl ( fid_oldin) ;
clocl = f indstr (linel ,',') ;
fprintf (f id_newin, linel (1: clocl (3) ) ) ;
fprintf (fid_newin, '%10.4f ,
'
,mach(2) ) ;
fprintf (fid_newin, '%10.4f ,
'
, alpha (2) ) ;
fprintf (fid_newin,
'%s\n'
, linel (clocl (5) +1 : end) ) ;
fprintf (fid_newin,
'%s\n'
, fgetl (fid_oldin) ) ;
line2 = fgetl (fid_oldin) ;
cloc2 = f indstr (line2 ,',') ;
fprintf (fid_newin, '%10.4f ,
'
,cl(2) )
fprintf (fid_newin, '%10.4f ,
'
,cd(2) )









fgetl (fid_oldin) ) ;
line3 = fgetl (fid_oldin) ;
cloc3 = f indstr (line3 ,',') ;
fprintf (fid_newin, '%10.4f ,
'
,sl(4) ) ;











fgetl (fid_oldin) ) ;
end




mkresultdb.m (makes database out ofTWNTN4A Passl, Pass2, and Pass3 outputs)
function mkresultdb
clear all; % clear all variables
% read directory names





dirname{i,l} = fgetl (fid);
i = i + 1;
end
fclose (fid) ;
numMach = size (dirname, 1) ;
% prompt to a user to input mach number



















%selected_mach = 'm050'; % .. test purpose












numfile = numfile + 1;
end
fclose(f id) ;
% extract data (Pass 0, Pass 1, Pass 2, and Pass 3)
[nt_p0, a_p0, cl_p0, cd_p0, cm_p0]
= extractO (selected_mach, numfile) ; % Pass 0
[nt_pl, a_pl, cl_pl, cd_pl, cm_pl]
= extractl (selected_mach, numfile) ; % Pass 1
[nt_p2, a_p2, cl_p2, cd_p2 , cm_p2]
= extract2 (selected_mach, numfile) ; % Pass 2
[nt_p3, a_p3, cl_p3, cd_p3 , cm_p3]
= extract3 (selected_mach, numfile) ; % Pass 3
% write the result database file





fid_rslt = fopen (resultf ilename,
'w'
) ;
















fprintf (fid_rslt, 'Angle of
Attack\n%s\n'
, titleline) ; % alpha
for i = 1: numfile
fprintf (fid_rslt,
' %3i%10 . 4f%10 . 4f%10 . 4f%10 . 4f
\n'






fprintf (fid_rslt, 'Lift Coeff
icient\n%s\n'
, titleline) ; % cl










fprintf (fid_rslt, 'Drag Coeff
icient\n%s\n'
, titleline) ; % cd
for i = l:numfile
fprintf (fid_rsit,
'
%3i%10 . 4f%10 . 4f%10 . 4f%10 . 4f
\n'
, . . .





fprintf (fid_rslt, 'Moment Coeff
icient\n%s\n'
, titleline) ; % cm
for i = l:numfile
fprintf (fid_rslt,
'
%3i%10 . 4f%10 . 4f%10 . 4f%10 . 4f
\n'
, . . .
nt_pO ( i ) , cm_pO ( i ) , cm_pl ( i ) , cm_p2 ( i ) , cm_p3 ( i ) ) ;
end
fclose (fid_rslt) ;
function [nt, a, cl, Cd, cm] = extractO (dirlocnum)
for i = l:num































while -strcmp (lookfor, temp)
temp = fgetl (fid);
end
fgetl (fid) ;
dataline = fgetl (fid),
eloc = f indstr (dataline, '=') ;
nt(i,l) = str2num(dataline(eloc(l)+l:eloc(2)-6) ) ;










while -strcmp (lookfor, temp)
temp = fgetl (fid) ;
end
fgetl (fid); fgetl (fid); fgetl (fid);
alphaline = fgetl (fid),
alpha = str2num(alphaline(22:end) ) ;
a(i,l) = alpha(l); % alpha
fgetl (fid) ;
clline = fgetl (fid) ;
cltemp
= str2num(clline(22 : 62) ) ;
cl(i,l) = cltemp (1); % cl
fgetl (fid) ;
cdline = fgetl (fid) ;
Cdtemp = str2num(cdline(22 :62) ) ;




cmtemp = str2num(cmline (22 : 62) )
cm(i,l) = cmtemp (1); % cm
fclose (fid) ;
end
function [nt, a, cl, Cd, cm] = extractl (dirloc, num)
for i = l:num


























while -strcmp (lookfor, temp)
temp = fgetl (fid);
end
fgetl (fid) ;
dataline = fgetl (fid);
eloc = f indstr (dataline, '=') ;
nt(i,l) = str2num(dataline(eloc(l)+l:eloc(2)-6) ) ;
% obtain alpha, cl, cd, and cm






while -strcmp (lookfor, temp)
temp = fgetl (fid),
end
fgetl (fid); fgetl (fid); fgetl (fid),
alphaline = fgetl (fid),
alpha = str2num(alphaline(22 :end) )
a(i,l) = alpha(2); % alpha
fgetl (fid) ;
clline = fgetl (fid) ;
cltemp
= str2num(clline(22 :62) ) ;
cl(i,l) = cltemp(2) ; % cl
fgetl (fid) ;
cdllne = fgetl (fid);
Cdtemp = str2num(cdline(22:62) ) ;
Cd(i,l) = Cdtemp (2); % cd
fgetl (fid) ;
cmline = fgetl (fid);
cmtemp
= str2num (cmline (22 : 62) ) ;




function [nt, a, cl, Cd, cm] = extract2 (dirlc
for i = l:num
if i <= 9






filename = [dirloc ' /pass2/twntn4ac'






fid = fopen (f ilename, 'r' ) ;
% test number





while -strcmp (lookfor, temp)
temp = fgetl (fid)
end
fgetl (fid) ;
dataline = fgetl (fid),
eloc = f indstr (dataline, '=') ;
nt(i,l) = str2num(dataline(eloc(l) +l:eloc(2) -6) ) ;
% obtain alpha, cl, cd, and cm
lookfor = ' quantity uncorrected corrected delta',-
temp =
' temp'
while -strcmp (lookfor, temp)
temp = fgetl (fid)
end
fgetl (fid); fgetl (fid); fgetl (fid),
alphaline = fgetl (fid),
alpha = str2num(alphaline(22:end) )
a(i,l) = alpha (2); % alpha
fgetl (fid) ;
clline = fgetl (fid)
cltemp = str2num(clline(22:62) ) ;
cl(i,l) = cltemp(2); % cl
fgetl (fid) ;
cdline = fgetl (fid),
Cdtemp = str2num(cdline(22 :62) ) ;
Cd(i,l) = Cdtemp(2); % cd
fgetl (fid) ;
cmline = fgetl(fid);
cmtemp = str2num( cmline (22 : 62) ) ;
cm ( i , 1 ) = cmtemp ( 2 ) ; % cm
fclose (fid) ;
end
function [nt, a, cl, Cd, cm] = extract3 (dirloc, num)
for i = l:num
































dataline = fgetl (fid);
eloc = f indstr (dataline, '=') ;
nt(i,l) = str2num(dataline(eloc(l)+l:eloc(2) -6) ) ;
% obtain alpha, cl, cd, and cm
lookfor =
'
quantity uncorrected corrected delta';
temp =
' temp'
while -strcmp (lookfor, temp)
temp = fgetl(fid);
end
fgetl (fid); fgetl (fid); fgetl (fid);
alphaline = fgetl (fid),
alpha = str2num (alphaline ( 22 : end) ) ;
a(i,l) = alpha (2); % alpha
fgetl (fid) ;
clline = fgetl (fid) ;
cltemp
= str2num(clline(22:62) ) ;
Cl(i,l) = cltemp(2) ; % cl
fgetl (fid) ;
cdline = fgetl (fid),
Cdtemp = str2num ( cdline ( 22 : 62) ) ;
Cd(i,l) = Cdtemp(2); % cd
fgetl (fid) ;
cmline = fgetl (fid),
cmtemp
= str2num(cmline(22 : 62 ) ) ;




fplt Icv.m (generates the lift curve figures)
function fplt_lcv
clear all; % clear all variables
% input section














%input_mach = 'm050'; % test purpose
%input_re 'r9m'; % test purpose
% Swanson data




input_re ( 1 : 1 )











while -strcmp (lookfor, temp)
temp = fgetl (fid_swn) ;
end
fgetl (f id_swn) ; fgetl (fid_swn) ;
swn_data = fscanf (f id_swn,
' %i %f %f %f',inf);
for i = 1 : size (swn_data, 1) /4
swn_a ( i , 1 ) :
swn_cl(i,l) =
swn_cd ( i , 1 ) :
swn_cm ( i , 1 ) =
end

























while -strcmpdookfor , temp)
temp = fgetl ( fid_twn) ;
end
fgetl (fid_twn) ;
a_dtmat = fscanf (fid_twn,
' %i
for i = l:size(a_dtmat, 1) /5
% Angle of Attack
%f %f %f %f
'
,inf)
a_nt ( i , 1 )
a_p0 ( i , 1 )
a_pl(i,l)















while -strcmp (lookfor, temp)
temp = fgetl (fid_twn) ;
end
fgetl (fid_twn) ;
cl_dtmat = fscanf (fid_twn, '%i %f %f %f %f',inf);






cl_p2(i,l) = cl_dtmat(5*i-l) ;



















a_p2_119 = [] ;
a_p2_134 = [] ;
a_p2_201 = [] ;
a_p2_208 = [] ;























[] ; cl_p2_119 =
;] ; cl_p2_134 =
!] ; cl_p2_201 =
;] ; cl_p2_208 =




















for i = 1 :size(cl_dtmat, 1) /!
switch cl_nt(i)
case {119}


















































a_pl ( i ) ;
a_p2 ( i ) ;













a_p0 ( i ) ;
a_pl(i);







a_pl ( i ) ;
a_p2 ( i ) ;
































a_p0 ( i ) ;
a_pl(i) ;












figure, % uncorrected data points
plot ( swn_a , swn_cl ,
' k ' , . . .
a_p0_119,cl_p0_119,
'











title ( 'Uncorrected TWNTN4A Data Points');










, . . .
a_pl_134,cl_pl_134,
'
, . . .
a_pl_201,cl_pl_201,
' *r'
, . . .
a_pl_208,cl_pl_2 08,
' *c'




title ( 'TWNTN4A Corrected The First Pass');






figure; % second pass of TWNTN4A correction
plot (swn_a, swn_cl,
'k'
, . . .
a_p2_119,cl_p2_119,
'




title ( 'TWNTN4A Corrected - The Second Pass');




figure; % third pass of TWNTN4A correction
plot (swn_a, swn_cl,
'k'
, . . .
a_p3_119,cl_p3_119,
'




title ( 'TWNTN4A Corrected The Third Pass');





fplt ddv.m (generates the drag curve figures)
function fplt_ddv
clear all; % clear all variables
% input section







%input_re = 'r9m'; % test purpose
% Swanson data (swn_mach & swn_cd)
fid = fopen( [
'
. . /l_swnturb/
' input_re ( 1 : 1 )
'e'
input_re ( 2 : 3 )
' /dirname. txt '],
'r'
)
% read directory names
i = 1;
while -feof (fid)
swn_dirname { i , 1 } = fgetl (fid);
i = i + 1;
end
fclose(f id) ;
numMach = size (swn_dirname, 1) ;
% read Swanson database
fid = fopen( [
'
. .
/4_mat_db/swn_' input_re ( 1 : 1 )
'e' input_re ( 2 : 3 ) '_db.dat '],
'r'
) ;
for i = 1: numMach




while -strcmp (lookfor, aline)
aline = fgetl (fid);
end
fgetl (fid); fgetl (fid); fgetl (fid) ,
fgetl (fid); fgetl (fid); fgetl (fid),
aline = fscanf (fid,
'
%i %f %f',[3,l])';
swn_mach ( i , 1 ) = str2num(swn_dirname{i} (2 :end) ) /100;
swn_cd(i,l) = aline (3);
end
fclose(f id) ;
%swn_mach_cs = linspace ( 0 . 5 , 0 . 8, 100)
'
;













fid = fopen (dirfile,
'r'
) ;
twn_numdir = 0 ;
while -feof (fid)













fid = fopen (dirfile,
'r'
) ;
twn_numdir = 0 ;
while -feof (fid)
twn_numdir = twn_numdir + 1;
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end




disp( 'Error! ! ! ' ) ;
= fgetl(fid) ;
cd_mat = []; % initialize
h = 1; % counter to 0















while -strcmp (lookfor, temp)
temp = fgetl (fid) ;
end
fgetl (fid) ;
twn_rslt_cl_temp = fscanf ( fid,
'
%f %f %f %f %f
for j = l:size(twn_rslt_cl_temp, 1) /5
twn_rslt_cl(j,l) = twn_rslt_cl_temp(j*5-4)
twn_rslt_cl( j ,2) = twn_rslt_cl_temp( j *5-3)
twn_rslt_cl( j ,3) = twn_rslt_cl_temp( j*5-2)
twn_rslt_cl(j ,4) = twn_rslt_cl_temp( j *5-l)
twn_rslt_cl(j , 5) = twn_rslt_cl_temp( j *5-0)
end
, inf )






while -strcmp (lookfor , temp)
temp = fgetl (fid);
end
fgetl(fid) ;
twn_rslt_cd_temp = fscanf (fid,
'
%f
for j = 1 : size (twn_rslt_cd_temp, 1
% Drag Coefficient
inf)
twn_rs1 t_cd ( j , 1 )
twn_rslt_cd(j,2)
twn_rslt_cd( j , 3)
twn_rslt_cd ( j , 4 )
twn_rslt_cd ( j , 5 )
twn_rslt_cd ( j , 6 )
%f %f %f %f
/5
twn_rslt_cd_temp( j *5-4)
twn_rslt_cd_temp( j *5-3 )
twn_rslt_cd_temp( j *5-2)
twn_rs1 t_cd_temp ( j
* 5 - 1 )
twn_rs1 t_cd_temp ( j
* 5 - 0 )












h = h + 1;
twn_rslt_cd(k, 1)
twn_rslt_cd(k,2)
twn_rs 1 t_cd (k , 3 )
twn_rs1 t_cd (k , 4 )
twn_rs1 t_cd (k , 5 )






m_119 = [] ; m_134 []; m_201 = []; m_208
= []; m__209 = []
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cd_p0_119 = []; cd_pl 119 = [
cd_p0_134 = []; cd_pl_134 = [
cd_p0_201 = []; cd_pl_201 = [
cd_p0_208 = []; cd_pl_208 = [
















for i = l:size(cd_mat,l)
switch cd_mat(i,l)
case {119}
J119 = J119 + 1






J134 = J134 + 1;


















































cd_mat ( i , 5 )
mat ( i , 6 ) ;
cd_mat (i, 2)
cd_mat ( i , 3 )
cd_mat (i, 4)
cd_mat ( i, 5)
mat (i, 6) ;
: cd_mat ( i , 2 )
cd_mat ( i , 3 )
cd_mat ( i , 4 )
cd_mat (i, 5)
% plot














title ( 'Uncorrected TWNTN4A Data Points');
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figure; % first pass of TWNTN4A correction




















figure; % second pass of TWNTN4A correction
plot (swn_mach, swn_cd,
'k'




m_134,cd_p2_134, 'g. ') ;





figure; % third pass of TWNTN4A correction
plot (swn_mach, swn_cd,
'k'
, . . .
m_119,cd_p3_119, 'b.
'




title ( 'TWNTN4A Corrected
- The Third Pass');
xlabel ('Mach Number,
M'
) ;
ylabeK'Drag Coefficient, C_d');
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